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A member and I were talking recently about his work and how it was going. He said that things
were going well. They were busy, yet he felt privileged to be able to attend his daughter's volleyball
game. As we talked more about his business he said, "I suppose that at some point I'11 have to
answer to God for all of the churches that I work on." He listed many of his church accounts
including many of the local Missouri Synod churches, some of the Baptist congregations and even
the Mormon Temple. He spoke of how it was really kind of spooky to work there. How various
workers dressed in white would come to let him in and show him to the areas he would need to
perform his work. Except for his somewhat troubled conscience, I sort of shrugged off his concerns.
And it didn't strike me until I sat down to work at this paper the next duy, but is there a fellowship
concern with such work? We'll try answer that question as well as others as we take an exegetical
look at The Key Fellowship Passages of the New Testament.

The word Key in the title is the key to this essay in that it provides for a bit of subjective judgment
on my part as to which passages those really are. The essay committee was unable to provide me
with any more details about the paper as far as specific passages sighted or who requested such so if
I haven't taken up the passage(s) that individual had in mind, I apologize in advance. At the same
time the nature of such a paper means that each section might be a little more disjointed than if we
had a single longer section to look at. But, we will do our best to tie together each of the sections we
will look at.

What is fellowship? "Church fellowship is every joint expression, manifestation, and demonstration
of the common faith in which Christians (individuals or groups), on the basis of their confession,
find themselves to be united with one another."t

Perhaps the first passage that comes to mind when the topic of fellowship comes up is recorded
through the pen of the Apostle Paul in his letter to the Romans where we read:

Romans 16.17-18
17 fTaparca\ti 6i upds, d6e X6o[, orconetu ror)s rds 8LXooraoios rcai rd" orco"v8a\cr
ncpd rqu 6L6oXny rly fpeis €pdOere notoOvrcrs, rcoi €r<rc\ivere d.n' arir6v'
lBoi  ydp roro0roL rQ rcupirp r l t r ( iv XpLor6 or j  8ou\ei louoLv dX\d r f r  €aur6u r<oL\ lg,
rcoi 6Ld rfrs Xploro\oyias r<qi eriXoyios €€anar6oLv rds r<op6(,as rCw d.rcd,Kov.

But, I urge you, brothers, to watch out for those ntaking dissensions and temptations
contrary to the teaching v,hich you have learned, and turn away fi"om them. For such
ones are not serving Christ our Lord but their ov)n belly, and through smooth and
kind v,ords have deceived the hearts of the innocent.

The most significant word in helping us understand what he's saying here is also one ignored in
most translations. The connective 6i is important in setting the direction for this section which is
tied to what was said previously. This is not a disconnected section that ought to cause trouble and
result in questioning the authenticity of the last part of this chapter as it has for some. Paul
established the tone in the first sixteen verses of this section through his list of greetings. As we go
back through those names and greetings it also ought not be missed that those greetings are directed
mainly toward prominent leaders and servants in the churches. We might expect that a list of simple
acquaintances would be longer and the things that Paul says about so many of them lead this writer
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to conclude that this list is mostly leaders. We note also the distinction that he makes in verse eleven
where he greets not the whole family, but "those who are in the Lord." Further indication here of
the Christian fellowship that they shared is the encouragement to "greet one another with a holy
kiss". Again this was a traditional greeting in the early church as a sign of fellowship.

It's following all these things that Paul continues with the connective and these two verses so
familiar to us regarding separating from those who teach contrary to the Gospel. Clearly here,
Paul's speaking of those who purporting to be Christians but perverting the doctrine of Christ.
There are some interesting things that he says here which are being ignored by the non-
denominational. First he says, "watch out." Pay attention to and be concerned about are alternative
definitions for the word. Danger lurks in getting caught up in the things of those whom Paul
identifies here. Be prepared and don't be caught off guard by them and their trickery.

The things to watch out for are people "causing dissensions and putting stumbling blocks in the
way" which are not in line with God's Word. The reason is clear. Their means is only a false front
to a wicked end. They aren't servants of Christ, but by changing the doctrine they are simply trying
to take advantage of the newbies to the faith. The word drcdr<olv means innocent, unsuspecting.
Translations favor words like simple, simple minded and naive. The comparisons to today abound.
When we look at the religious world today, it's filled with those who regardless of the number tirnes
one might speak with them about their theology will continue to the fill arenas and the airwaves
with a distorted message for the itching ears rather than the life-giving truth that God demands. You
and I must separate ourselves from them and demand that our people do the same. At the saffre time,
it's important to understand that many of those who have been taken in by the initial appeal of these
false teachers soon find themselves looking for something more. These we must receive and, so
long as they are willing, we must instruct them, peeling back the blinders of fallacy that cover their
eyes and unfolding the life giving message for them.

It's this distinction that Jude has in mind as he writes:

Jude 22-23
22Ksi oils piu €Xe dre ELarcpLuop€uous,
23 oils 6i orp(e re €rc nupds d"pna(ovr€s, oils 6t €\e dre €u $6pr1 proo0rrre s rcoi rdu
dnd r is oaprcds €onL\orp (vov lLrr iua.

And have mercy on some v,ho dispLtte, satte others by snatching them front the fire
and have mercy on others infear as you hate also their clothes stainedf orn the
flesh.

That there are times when our approach will be different is clear. There is no cookie cutter that fits
our dealing with individuals. People are individuals and must be dealt with individually. When we
are talking about people who are weak in faith, we will continue to welcome into fellowship when
they are willing to accept the teaching of the church recognizing their weakness and fi'ailty. When
that turns to bold, blatant dissension in the face of instruction, then we will have no choice but to
confess the truth while and even by, separating from them.

Here Jude really sets up three groups into which individuals will fall with the use of oils pty...oi-\s
Ee . ..oils E€, "some and others and still others". The first are those who hearing the message of false
teachers are more or less confused and questioning. Those we need to show mercy too or if we
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follow the variant, it would be rebuke. Either can make sense. The greatest mercy we could show to
such would also involve rebuking the fallacies they are holding to. A little yeast works through the
whole lump and here we must correct it before it has a chance to proof. There are others who are
close to the fires of hell if you will, but through our testimony and the power of the Holy Spirit
working they will be saved from the flames. These people have not only been confused by the
fallacies but perhaps are beginning to propagate for them as well. The picture here is that much like
firefighters, who will go to whatever lengths possible to save people from certain death in a burning
building, we will extend ourselves to whatever lengths possible to share the truth. Sharing our
Lord's concern for souls and his desire that all men would be saved, we will be like Paul becoming
"all things to all men," so that we might save them from the brink of destruction. The third group
we are to "pity them in fear", because we know what their end is. Our fear is tirat if we should be
mixed up with them, we too will become caught up in their false doctrine. We pity them because of
the seriousness of the condition, lost and without hope. Those in this group are beyond help.
€onLXc'lp (vov is a perfect participle showing that the sins of their past continue to stain the
garments. The only thing that will change their condition is repentance. We are filled with concern
for all people of this world. Different circumstances will call for more or less caution in dealinq
with people.

Paul speaks a little more specifically.

T i tus  3 .10
10 qlp€rt rcdv (vgponov pe rd p"iav rcCIi 6e ur ipav youOeol qv rTaporroO,
4 '

After one or tvto vtarnings, keep atuay fi"om a man causing division.

There are limits to how far we must go to try to convince an erring and divisive person of his error
and lead him back to the truth. This is particularly so when those whom we're warning would be
proselytizers who are so convinced of the truth that they will try to infiltrate the church. Their
conviction in their error is likely to be greater than say someone who attends worship where such a
person is the pastor or someone who once heard it said such and such.

Let's be clear here, we're talking about a alperLrcdv, that is, a heretic. Most of the translations
translate with, "a divisive person." An aipioLo is a false teaching. A olperLrcdy is one who holds
to a false teaching. His divisiveness isn't simply doing it for the sake of argument nor about
mundane and trivial things. The division is real and is caused by a person's holding to and
propagation for false teaching.

As Jude highlights above, there is a potential danger that goes along with sharing the truth with
those who teach something different and that danger is that we become rnixed up, lose our
conviction and have our garments stained along with theirs. We ought to be careful not to set a hard
and fast law of time here. Some might use this passage to say we can't warn more thantwice. But
note the tone that Paul sets already in the previous verse where he warns against arguments and
quarrels over the law because they serve no good purpose. Yet our warnings after a second time
might just be starting to produce results that are slow in coming.We ought not understand this to
mean categorically that a second admonition not imrnediately heeded is followed by instantaneous
and complete withdrawal. But where we see ollr lnessage working and even being responded to, we
have the superceding law of love that compels us to continue to instruct and admonish.
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By the same token we must be careful that this doesn't result in casualness or reluctance to
withdraw as if this were a sign that all hope was lost and so we might as well give up. We need not
feel bad or think that we're not giving the Spirit every opportunity to work change if we don't keep
speaking. Let us not forget that our actions speak for us as well and they speak loudly and clearly
God's lawwhen we withdraw from those who hold to error. It too is an act of love when we
withdraw the hand of fellowship and our actions loudly and clearly warn of the dangers of holding
to heretical teaching.

And again John speaks:

2 John 10-11
10 e[ rLs €px€rcrL npds upds rcal raritqu ri lu 6L6cr1r1u ori
orirdv e Ls olrciov rcoi yaipetv airQ pq \€ye re '

11 o X€ycou ydp airQ yaiperv KoLvov€i roi,s €pyoLs qiroO

Q€pe t, pr) tro.pBavere

rois nourlpoig.

If someone comes to you and does
your house and speak greetings to
in his evil work.

not bring this teaching, do not receive him into
him. For he who spealrs greetings to him, shares

Perhaps lnore applicable in the days of New Testament writers and the circuit riders of the early
days of our synod, but nonetheless the principle is still in place today. Not many Mormons or
Jehovah's Witnesses come to our homes and ask for a place to spend the night. I can't think of the
last time I had a Baptist pastor at my door looking for a place to rest while he journeyed from
Liberty to Cypress.

Xaiperv is a standard greeting, one of a couple of different words in the Greek for such. We have
Paul's encouragernent to "greet one another with a holy kiss." There is also oonciqopqr which has a
connotation of a polite general greeting. With Xolpetv we have a greeting that includes thoughts of
rejoicing or wishing well. Isn't it interesting that even such a simple thing was forbidden when it
comes to supporting or fellowshipping with someone who "does not bring this teaching"? We're not
talking here of a false prophet preaching in my pulpit or receiving the Lord's Supper, but then what
difference really is there between welcoming such at the Supper for forgiveness and asking God's
blessing as he goes about his work of spreading a message other than the truth. Context shows us
that we're talking here about the rfr 6L6cr1fl 'ro0 XpLoro06, the teaching of Clrrist. As is the case
elsewhere, we're not talking about a single teaching, but all that Scripture teaches. There is no
difference. His exhortation given to his disciples is that they would baptize and "teach them
everything I have commanded yoll."

Notice that John is not speaking of individuals we meet on the street sirnply in need even if such a
one should happen to be a heterodox preacher. We have the command to assist our fellowman in
whatever way we can in that regard without feeling compelled to ask what their religious
persuasion. However, when it comes to false prophets, we must distance ourselves frorn any support
where, by our assistance, we give even the slightest impression of support of their work which
would thus either give them more courage and zeal or give those whom they target a false sense of
our support. Least of all can we wish them God's blessings as they go about their wicked work. It
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would be like offering a prayet in church asking God to bless the efforts of Joel Osteen and
Lakewood Church. We simply would not ask God to bless the efforts of a congregation we are not
in complete agreement with because the impression is going to be given that there is no difference. I
can rejoice with individuals who believe in Jesus as their Savior that we are part of the Una Sancta,
but to wish God's blessings on the ministry of false prophets is a confusing message and a sharing
in their wicked work.

I like what Kretzmann writes here.

There was need for caution in those days: If any one comes to you and does not bring this
doctrine, do not receive him into the house, and do not greet him, for he that greets him
becomes a partaker of his wicked works. There was a need of such caution and
discrimination in receiving the wandering "apostles and prophets" of those days who not
only went from congregation to congregation, but also from house to house, trying to gain
adherents for their false doctrines. St. John, therefore, gives the very good rule and precept
that such people should be forbidden the house and that no one should wish them good luck
in their undertaking, wish them well in their work.7

The reason I appreciate his quote so much is that I was wrestling with the concept of greeting. And I
had gotten hung up on even a simple greeting, like "Hi! How are you doing?" And I just couldn't fit
that in the context of the rest of Scripture. It was these simple words of Kretzmann that helped get
me on the path to the right understanding of Xaipe ru.

We can take it one step further in our discussion of fellowship as Paul speaks about our relationship
with unbelievers.

2  Cor  in th ians 6 .14
14 Mrl ytveo\e €re po(uyo0ure s dnlor-ors' r ls ydp pe rolq ELrco.toorivrl rcoi dvop.ia,
r[s rcotvavis $orri npds orc6ros;
2  Cor in th ians 6 .17
17 6Ld e[€),Oare €rc p€oou o:trcnv rcai, <iQopto0qre, \€ye r rcilpros, KoL crcc0<iprou
pi1 ctnreoOe' rcaydr elo8€Eopat tpds
b

Do not become unequally yoked together with unbelievers, for vthat sharing have
righteousness and lawlessness, or u,hat fellowship have light with darkness? ...
Therefore, conle out from among thent and be separate, says the Lord, and do not
touch an unclean thing, and I will receive you.

It's sometimes said that opposites attract. But Paul lays out for us here how utterly preposterous a
philosophy that is in the realm of Christian fellowship. The instruction here is simply a continuation
of the Old Testament commands as evidenced by the quote. I picked up verse 17 above because that
gives the instruction for the related to our fellowship with others. But verse 16 is not unimportant
either. There we read, "For we are the ternple of the living God. As God has said: 'l will live with
them and walk among them, and I will be their God, and they will be my people."'e This is the
critical reason behind all that we do in regards to fellowship. The fellowship that we enjoy with God
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is our most treasured possession. It's the definition of life. Therefore, anything that will separate us
from God or keep that fellowship with him from being enjoyed to the full is divisive. It is contrary
to our fellowship with God to be €re po(uyoOureg, that is "other yoked", with unbelievers.

Righteousness and lawlessness share nothing. Light and darkness share nothing. In the same wa-y,,
believers and unbelievers have nothing in common. We must not act like they do. Dangers lurk all
around. We are in the world but not of the world. Christians have so many relationships with
unbelievers, but when it comes to working together for the cause of the gospel we have nothing in
common. We cannot live our lives like it doesn't matter. Here we've moved on beyond our
relationships with Christians in other denominations to our relationships in the world. Paul's
encouragement is that our lifestyle be one that shows the separation that exists between Christians,
those who are walking with God and those who aren't. There ought be no confusion about who we
are.

The imperatives €€€\Oore and d$oploOqre make clear the command of God to distance ourselves
from unbelievers. Again it goes back to what we said before, about God's desire to walk with those
who hold to the truth. God has nothing to do with false teaching. Jesus said, "If you hold to my
teaching you are really my disciples." He doesn't leave room for selecting teachings that fit our
lifestyle. Walking together with people who don't hold to the teaching of Jesus whether in part or as
a whole dirties the clothes of those who claim to hold to the truth and makes them guilty not only by
association but on account of transgressing the teaching of separating from unbelievers.

Romans 14: 1
loTdu 6i doOe votvre rfr nlor€L npoo\opBciueo0e , pr) els 8rcrrcpioers 6ra\oyLopciu.

And receive the one who is weak infaith, notfor arguing opinions.

So you have someone who completes your Bible Information Class and is unsure if they are ready
to join because they don't quite understand this point or that point. You sit with him and lay out all
the passages of Scripture related to the topic and he's still foggy. Can you bring him in as a
member? Paul here says, yes. Receive him. Welcome hirn. Where else will he ever come to the right
understanding?

But the negative is interesting too, isn't it? Let me quote Lenski here. "ELarcpioe 19 might be
derived from 8Lorcplue Lv,'to distinguish' or examine, or from 8Larcpiueo0qL, 'to doubt' or waver
between two opinions, 'to dispute,' put one opinion against another. The context must decide; here
it favors the latter meaning. The genitive 6Lo\oyroptiu is objective, 'ott thoughts' or 'on

opinions."'llln other words don't do this with the thought that you'll argue it in to him or that it
would be even wise to try. Not only might that not solve the probletn, but it rnight just create more
issues and drive more wedges in the way. Rather be patient and let the Word work. It might take
years. But that's okay. Paul uses the example in the verses that follow. "One man's faith allows him
to eat everything, but another man, whose faith is weak, eats only vegetables."l2
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To be clear, we're not talking here about things that God has settled by command. We're really
talking about not letting things that have nothing to do with fellowship, become stumbling blocks
and barriers to exercising fellowship. The other interesting thing here is the difference in tone of the
individual we're working with. In the previous passages, we're talking about divisive people,
proselytizers, people whose focus is on stealing sheep. Here we're dealing with someone who has
weaknesses but is not looking to propagandize for it.

Among all of this, whatever else we say concerning the principles God lays out for us in these
verses, the application of these principles must always and only be driven by love. Love for God
and his Word, love for our brothers and sisters in fellowship and love for those with whom we do
not have Christ's teaching in common. In none of this is there room for arrogance or a holier than
thou attitude. As we looked at these sections you see no hint of hatred, but only concern and love.

Let us remember that we don't operate with the principles fellowship in a vacuum apart from all the
other doctrines of Scripture. Such is the case with the member drilling and repairing wells for other
churches. Fellowship would not necessarily be the issue, it might in some cases depending on the
job. However, because of concem for his conscience he might need to refuse to work on one or the
other wells while still working on others. His concern for clear confession of faith and an concern
that he is giving a false impression might lead him, but fellowship alone is not the issue.

It is rny prayer that my study and explanation of the passages has reminded and helped you as you
apply them and help your sheep to properly apply them. Remembering that concern for the truth of
God's Word and concern for individual souls stand side by side. At the same time, a cookie cutter
approach to application where God has given us principles is as likely to end in legaiisln as it is in
evangelically applying law and gospel to sin sick souls.
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